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COCONUT
Philippines
is
a
comprehensive, visual reference guidebook
on the coconut and the hundreds of coconut
by-products that are created and marketed
worldwide. The book showcases 1,300
vibrant colored photographs of hundreds of
coconut by-products from food, skincare,
decorative accessories, fashion accessories,
garments, packaging materials, spa
ingredients, garden items (coconut water as
natural plant growth enhancer,coconut
planter pots, coco peat/dust, coco fiber net,
coco coir, etc) building materials such as
coconut tiles, coconut parquet wood
flooring, coconut fiberboard,etc., and
several industrial uses such as the coco
biodiesel, oleochemicals, coco alkyd and
polyol resins. The book also features
everything and anything coconut such as
coconut festivals, coconut-themed resorts
and spas, the coconut pavilion, the coconut
palace, a coconut dance and song, the
coconut crab, coconut sceneries and several
other coconut-themed products and
services. The book discusses the history of
the coconut; the different classifications of
the coconut; it explains the unique
characteristics and integrated uses of every
part of the coconut tree; and the different
extraction and production processes of
coconut by-products. The book also
highlights why coconut is considered as a
wonder food and explains the unique and
compelling health-giving properties of the
coconut water, coconut meat, coconut
milk/cream and coconut oil, now dubbed as
the healthiest oil on earth. COCONUT
Philippines is an isnpiring source book of
information to policy makers in
coconut-growing
countries,
coconut
farmers, coconut by-product producers and
manufacturers,
traders,
engineers,
designers, coconut enthusiasts and
consumers. The book celebrates the spirit
of Filipino craftmanship and ingenuity in
the use of every part of the coconut, the
tree of life.
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How to milk the coconut boom? Philippine farmers - Acclimatise FAO helps coconut farmers implement
ecologically-sound methods of upland Coconut is one of the most important crops in the Philippines with the country
Organic Coconut Association of the Philippines Filipino Coconut Wine: Spiciest Drink in The World Philippines Vlog
Learn more about Vita Coco pure coconut water & related products. Nutrition, benefits Philippines Singapore Coconut
Water in a Nutshell. Before Vita Philippines Coconut Filipino Food - YouTube Sometimes called the tree of life, that
moniker couldnt be more true in the Philippines where the coconut industry provides a livelihood for one-third of the
countrys population, according to data from the Philippine Coconut Authority. Coconut farming in the Philippines YouTube The Coconut Tree a real symbol of the Philippines or shall I say an epitome of a true blooded Filipino. Why?
Govt aims to usher in golden age of PH coconut sector - Rappler The Philippines Philippine Coconut Authority is an
agency of the Philippine government under the Office of the President of the Philippines responsible for Coconut
production in the Philippines - Wikipedia by Thin Lei Win. Generosa Gonatos mobile phone beeped with a warning for
the coconut farmer in the southern Philippines to be vigilant Philippine Coconut Authority - Wikipedia Gonato, 57, has
eked out a living farming coconuts with her husband for the past 40 years. As the worlds second largest producer of
coconuts after Indonesia, the Philippines has made the most of this boom. In the month of February, coconut oil exports
alone totaled $132.6 million, rising by two-thirds in a year. CocoAsenso Desiccated Coconut, Virgin Coconut Oil
Paranas The 12 outstanding hybrids developed by the Philippine Coconut Authority (PCA) yield Small coconut
farmers as hybrid seed producers. philippine coconut industry - Rappler In 2015, sales of coconut water topped $778
million in the U.S. alone, and Baker (the Philippines largest coconut exporter) and aWhere (an How Philippines is
battling to cash in on coconut craze - CNN Coconut - Philippine Statistics Authority Republic of the Philippines - 13
min - Uploaded by Brendan van SonYup, I got pranked in the Philippines. Well done! Fined me on Instagram: http://bit.
ly/IGBvS 101 Reasons to Use Coconut - Choose Philippines. Find. Discover - 2 min - Uploaded by Oxfam
AmericaTyphoon Haiyan damaged or destroyed millions of coconut trees, wiping out a vital source of
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